Brandt Blue Lagoon WSB
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Blue Pond, Lake and Fountain Colorant
in Water Soluble Bags
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Precautionary Statements

Based on currently available data, this product
is not classified as a hazardous substance. However, observe good industrial hygiene practices.
Wear rubber gloves when applying this product
to protect hands from staining. Wash hands after handling. 75.25% of the mixture consists of
ingredient(s) of unknown acute toxicity.
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The use of BRANDT BLUE LAGOON WSB adds
a natural beauty to ponds, lakes, fountains, lagoons, etc. coloring them a beautiful blue color.
When used as directed, this product will not
stain or harm fish or wildlife.
BRANDT BLUE LAGOON WSB is a biodegradable,
non-toxic Bird Blocker formulation designed to
darken water sufficiently to protect against
fish poaching in aquacultural environments.

This product should be added to ponds from several different locations to ensure even dispersion.
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General Information

Directions for Use
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When treating ponds, allow this product to fully
disperse before fishing, swimming or irrigating.
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The water soluble bags should be left tightly
sealed in their protective outer pouch, protected from light, until ready to use. Store under
cool, dry conditions to keep out humidity. If
bags are allowed to freeze, they may become
brittle. If handled when frozen, they may crack.
This product should be applied at the rate of
2-3 water soluble bags per 1 acre foot of water.
If a deeper color is desired, use additional product sparingly.

Net Contents: 50 Water Soluble Bags
Net Weight: 7.81 lbs (3.54 kg)
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Storage and Disposal

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by
storage or disposal. Keep out of reach of children. Store away from incompatible materials. Dispose of contents/container in accordance with local authority requirements.
Warranty: Seller warrants that the product conforms to its
chemical description and is reasonably fit for the purpose
stated on the label when used in accordance with directions under normal conditions of use; but neither this warranty nor any other warranty of merchantability or fitness
of a particular product expressed or implied, extends to the
use of this product contrary to label conditions, or under
conditions not reasonably foreseeable to the seller; and
buyer assumes the risk of any such use.
Guaranteed By:
Brandt Consolidated, Inc.
2935 South Koke Mill Road
Springfield, Illinois 62711 USA
www.brandt.co
800 300 6559

